Summer Activities
Sun

Mon

Tue

Wed

Have your child sort

items in your house that

pictures out of news

together. Practice taking

their books from tallest

start with the same

papers and magazines.

turns. Talk about who

to shortest on their

Read a book

Have your child look for

days until the first

sing the “ABC

together. What was

Divide a deck of cards .
Each player flips over the

Go on a shape hunt.

your child’s favorite
part and why?

Sat

Play a board game

Have your child
song.”

Fri

Make a collage. Cut

Count how many more
day of kindergarten.

Thu

letter as their name.

Think of words

Have your child
practice writing their

goes first. Who goes
second?

Go on a letter hunt. Pick

Talk about your day. What

one letter from your child’s

did you do in the morning?

name. Hunt for this letter

What did you do in the

in books, on labels and

afternoon? What did you

bookshelf.

Practice skipping!

top card. Which card is

Name the shapes

that rhyme with

greater. The player with

you find.

cat.

name in shaving
cream.

around the house.

do at night?

Go on a sound hunt.

Enjoy a snack

Have your child find

Read the Three

Draw a picture for

Play with a beach

Use play dough.

Find objects that

together. As you eat

3 things that are

Little Pigs. Which pig

ask “who has less

longer than their

would you be and

someone special.

ball. Practice

start with the T, P

How many letters

and R sounds.

now?”

foot.

why?

With your finger, draw

Have your child explain

Provide your child

letters on your child’s

how they are the same

Count the steps

Draw a self

Go on a walk. When

Practice cutting

back. Have them guess

as a friend and how

with clothing items in

from your bedroom

portrait.

you come back

zigzag, curved and

the letter.

they are different.

draw what you saw.

straight lines.

Place an item in a paper

Demonstrate how to

Have your child sort

bag. Have your child ask

Play a game of

Write numbers

cough into your elbow

laundry items.

so you don’t spread

Separate socks from

“Simon Says.”

using sidewalk

germs.

shirts.

Go on a number hunt.

Visit a playground.

Find and circle the

Practice waiting your

Practice tying

the bigger card gets both.

yes or no questions to
guess what’s in the bag.

number in grocery
adds.

turn and

a box for playing
dress up.

shoes.

kicking.

to kitchen.

chalk.
Practice counting. Stop
at certain points and
have your child fill in
the next number.

catching, rolling and

Practice zipping
your backpack.

can you make?

